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Abstract — The paper proposes one approach to predict the
behavior of complex dynamic systems based on monitoring data
presented as time series. The general idea of the approach is a
decomposition of a prediction task of the behavior of a complex
dynamic system possessing substantial structural and parametric
uncertainty. The prediction task is performed in two stages. The
first stage realizes the retrospective situational modeling for
individual time periods resulting in a set of situational models in
the form of simple regressions. The second stage comprises
inductive modeling based on the previous situational modeling
results. According to the approach, the prediction by means of
such combined situational-inductive modeling is aimed at
establishing relevant situational models of regression type being
adequate in the future within certain limited time periods. The
approach allows using simultaneously both the principle of
optimization in modeling and the principle of adaptation to
situational changes occurring in dynamic systems.
Keywords—mototoring data; predictive modeling; situational
and inductive models; time series

I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, a shortage of monitoring data was often
considered to be one of the main shortcomings and limitations
in controlling the condition of complex dynamic systems. The
implementation of automated monitoring systems (AMSs) has
totally changed the situation. Nowadays, such systems can
provide the acquisition and reliable storage of large arrays of
different input data (so-called big data). As a consequence,
another problem has arisen regarding the proper handling of
these big data [1, 2]. On the one hand, AMSs can support the
necessary quantitative volumes and quantitative-qualitative
parameters for collection, storage, and retention of data. On the
other hand, as the number of data increases, so does the
complexity of their interpretation and predictive modeling
based on collected data because of heterogeneity and nonstationarity of data. As a result, traditional interpretation and
predictive models do not work successfully. Big data require an
increase in model dimension with taking into account new
factors, parameters, non-linear effects, etc., and, as a
consequence, this leads often to disruption of stability in
solutions and building of inadequate prognostic models.
First of all, this applies to traditional regression modeling
based on monitoring data. Practice shows, the construction of

more sophisticated adequate regression models can become a
challenging problem [3–5]. Better interpretation models may
have a tendency to overpredict (or underpredict) low values
and underpredict (or overpredict) high ones [4]. Both simple
and complex regressions may be getting lost in their accuracy
and attractiveness in extrapolation prediction even in simple
cases [3]. As a result, better interpretation models can easily
overemphasize patterns that are not reproducible and
demonstrate the essential instability of extrapolation in the
prediction zone, and a researcher may be unaware of the fatal
prediction faults until the next set of samples appears [4, 5].
II. ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES OF REGRESSION
MODELING
Regression modeling is widely used for interpretation and
prediction of the behavior of complex technogenic, ecological,
and economic systems and relationships being under
monitoring [1–5]. This approach enables us to simplify
significantly tasks of modeling and predicting based on
empirical data giving the possibility of making decisions
expeditiously avoiding the development of much more
complex system models, both deterministic and stochastic.
Formerly, when data collection was done manually, they
were usually considered to be limited and insufficient to
develop more sophisticated regression models. Automated
monitoring has boosted the possibilities of collecting needed
empirical data but, a large amount of different statistical data
has created both new opportunities and new challenges in
regression modeling. It has turned out the more sophisticated
structure of a regression model is, the more difficult it is to
ensure its accuracy from the point of view of prediction.
Possibly, the main predictive problem while regression
modeling is that regression models are traditionally built as
models that should suit the best way to all collected data
following the principle of optimization. However, the increase
in the number of observation data may complicate the
execution of important limit restrictions of regression
modeling, especially if there is more than one predictor and a
researcher has to consider the several explanatory variables and
the relationships among them.
Moreover, increasing the dimension of the regression
model by introducing the additional explanatory variables
cannot usually solve the problem of heteroscedasticity
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(heterogeneity of variance). An essential additional problem
may be the presence of multicollinearity of the explanatory
variables, when the coefficients of regression models become
unstable to small changes in the data, which violates the
stability of solutions. At the best, more sophisticated regression
models turn out to be more successful for data interpretation,
yet not for prediction.
Nevertheless, the regression models are quite convenient
models to solve practical prediction tasks based on monitoring
data [4, 5]. They can easily be formalized and adapted to
different experimental data. As well as, if it is necessary,
regression models admit various modifications depending on
the peculiarities and complexities of prediction problems [4, 5].
All this supports their popularity in predicting practice.
III. FUNDAMENTALS OF SITUATIONAL AND INDUCTIVE
MODELING

A. Situational modeling
The main idea of situational modeling is that the evolution
of a dynamic system is modeled in the context of its
“movement” through a series of situations resulting from
various actions. A complete description of the infinite set of all
possible situations of the functioning of the system is replaced
by a certain finite set of generalized model situations that
reproduce to a certain degree its possible states [6–8]. These
model situations (by R. Reiter [7]) do not determine literally
appropriate states of the system; they are presumed to show
only the history of certain real events as completed sequences
of actions in certain periods of time.
Since real situations cannot be described totally, and it is
possible to consider only some of their aspects, the nonmonotonic output rule is used to describe the evolution of the
dynamic system. It is assumed (by J. McCarthy [6]) that on the
basis of past facts, by which past model situations are
described, and on using some general rules or assumptions,
according to which actions and events within those situations
take place, it is possible to predict some similar situations that
will appear in the future.
Nowadays, situational modeling has become quite popular
in economics, medicine, military affairs, forensics, politics, and
other similar spheres, as well as especially in artificial
intelligence, where the development of a logical approach to
modeling the behavior of complex dynamic systems and
processes gave impetus to the creation of special situational
calculus theory [8].
In many applied studies situational models may be
presented by the simplest single-factor regression models
where every regression is adapted to an individual model
situation connected with a limited time period. In essence,
these simplified regression models built from monitoring data
are peculiar situational models reflecting different situations in
the past. Accordingly, the result of situational modeling is a set
of relevant regressions, where each of them is considered to be
adequate within only a limited time period. The uncontrollable
factors capable affecting the structure and parameters of the

regression models are considered as peculiar predictive
backgrounds [3, 9, 10] reflecting unknown or undetermined
conditions in which the system exists in a certain period of
time. Every predictive background may also include unknown
predictors. As the constancy of a predictive background relates
to a limited period of time, so it identifies the only specific
situation and the only specific situational model.
B. Inductive modeling
Inductive modeling is known as an original scientific
approach to modeling based on experimental data that was
proposed by the Ukrainian scientist O.G. Ivakhnenko. In
particular, this approach found their theoretical and practical
reflection in the widely famous method to be named the Group
Method of Data Handling (GMDH) [11, 12].
It is now used to solve different problems the pattern
recognition, the structural-parametric identification of
mathematical models of complex systems, the simulation and
forecasting of complex processes, and systems based due to
experimental data. According to this approach [11, 12], on the
basis of available empirical data, a hypothesis about a possible
class of models is put forward, the procedure of automatic
generation of a set of alternative models belonging to this class
is formed (the set may consist of thousands and tens of
thousands of models), and the criterion of choosing the best
model is established. Since most routine work is transferred to
a computer, it is assumed that the impact of human mistakes on
the final result of modeling may be minimized.
Nowadays, the GMDH method is also considered as one of
the most appropriate and advanced information technologies to
obtain knowledge from experimental data, or as one of the
most effective methods of intellectual (or intelligent) data
analysis [13]. However, the main theoretical and practical
result of this approach to modeling based on monitoring data is
that the complexity of optimal predictive model depends on the
level of uncertainty in the data: the higher this level is (e.g. due
to noise or their abundance), the simpler must be the optimal
model (with less number of predictors) [14]. Otherwise, the
quite successful model for data interpolating can get lost its
accuracy and attractiveness in predicting.
According to our approach to predictive modeling, the
definition “inductive model” is related to a model obtained
from a set of situational models. In other words, the inductive
models are models of “levels”, which determine the behavior
of a dependent variable taking account of results of situational
modeling for some fixed values of predictors [3, 9, 10, 14].
Depending on the results of situational modeling and
prediction tasks inductive models may have various structures
(compositions). They can be presented of a set of trends [9] if
the time factor is essential or taken into account, or in the form
of a set of regression models [9, 14], if the time factor is not
taken into account or it is unessential. More general inductive
models may consist of trends and random “balances” after the
extraction of these trends, trends, and regression models for
random “balances” [14], and so on. Inductive models may be
modified in an appropriate way if new data and tendencies
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appear [9, 14]. As well as, if necessary, time or transportation
lags between model variables can be taken into account [3, 9,
14]. In addition, some techniques of adaptive modeling [3–5,
13] can be applied too.
IV. COMBINED SITUATIONAL-INDUCTIVE PREDICTIVE
MODELING
The practice of mathematical modeling based on
experimental data shows that different models may fit the
system being modeled. This modeling is known to relate to
solving inverse, not well-posed, or ill-posed problems [15]. It
means a lot of quasi valid solutions may exist corresponding to
the same inputs (observational data). And, whatever
sophisticated a system model based on monitoring data is it
will not be fully adequate to reality. In fact, any model built
due to empirical data is only partially determined. What is
more, not necessarily the sophistication of a mathematical
model is the key to its adequacy.
According to L. Ljung [16], such problems should be
solved sequentially. At first, the task of the system operational
particularities identification is considered. Next, the task of the
system’s structure identification is posed. Lastly, the task of
parameter identification is considered. It is emphasized, to
solve the problem of the identification of a system model, it is
not always necessary to follow accurate mathematical methods.
However, it’s important to draw on the whole information
including the implicit information that data sets contain.
A. The general algorithm to solve the prediction problem
The general algorithm to solve the prediction problem
based on monitoring data by means of combined situationalinductive modeling includes four main stages, namely:
•

Preliminary modeling (pre-modeling);

•

Fragmentation of monitoring data time series and
retrospective situational modeling;

•

Inductive modeling based on time series presenting
retrospective situational modeling results;

•

Prediction: determination of perspective situational
models due to inductive models of “levels”.

B. Preliminary modeling
Preliminary modeling (or pre-modeling) is an important
integral part of modeling based on monitoring data. The premodeling applies to the choice of model variables ensuring the
adequacy of accepted models, both dependent (resultant,
endogenous) variables and explanatory (exogenous) variables
(predictors). The result of pre-modeling can be a significant
simplification of the model structure and removing some
predictors. First of all, it is about the removal of intercorrelated
predictors. Removing some of them might lead to a more
parsimonious model without compromising the performance of
the regression model [4]. In some cases, the regression model
simplification in an above-mentioned manner may also be
regarded as a practical way to improve it [3–5, 9, 10, 14].

C. Fragmentation of time series and retrospective situational
modeling
Big time series can be broken into separate time sections,
each of which contains the needed quantity of sample data to
provide appropriate constraints and assumptions of regression
modeling. The shorter time series of a dependent variable
compared to the total duration of the monitoring, the more
monotonous and homogeneous it may be, in particular, because
of fewer influential factors [3, 9, 14].
Admittedly, there are several essential advantages of
removing some predictors in regression modeling due to time
series fragmentation [4]. Firstly, as fewer predictors are, so is
less the need for model complexity and computational time.
Secondly, simplified regression models can largely be
improved in their performance; their stability will significantly
increase without the problematic explanatory variables. It
should also be mentioned that the main idea of regression
modeling is that regression occurs when a dependent,
endogenous variable depends not only on some independent,
exogenous, explanatory variables (predictors) but also on some
uncontrolled unknown factors. Yet, all simplifications should
be justified in terms of predicting.
It can be assumed that the behavior of the endogenous
variable of the regression model over an as short as possible
but still sufficient interval of observations to support restricts
and assumptions of modeling can depend on the minimum
number of predictors. So, ideally, that dependence on only one
influential predictor can be established. Undoubtedly, the
longer the time interval is the more likelihood of the
appearance of other factors that need to be taken into account,
in particular by introducing additional explanatory variables,
which cannot be further neglected.
Consequently, to perform retrospective situational
modeling, sample time series describing the behavior of
dependent and independent model variables within separate
time periods are prepared. These separate samples (or clusters)
have to meet the established criteria of situational modeling
adequacy. In particular, it should be taken into account the
behavior of key predictors in individual situations, namely:
•

Non-stationary oscillations with monotonically
increasing trends. Time periods characterized by the
relatively slow or relatively rapid monotonous growths
of their trends may also be allocated;

•

Non-stationary oscillations with monotonically
decreasing trends. Time periods characterized by
relatively slow or relatively rapid monotonous declines
of their trends may also be allocated;

•

Random stationary (quasi-stationary) variations.

D. Inductive modeling and prediction
Inductive models built on the results of retrospective
situational modeling create the basis for predicting perspective
situational models. Usually, inductive models are models of
“levels”, which determine the behavior of dependent variables
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for some fixed values of predictors according to situations to
possibly appear in the future. According to the adaptation
principle, inductive models can extend over both the entire
monitoring period and cover some specific time periods. In
particular, taking into account the seasonal factor or
peculiarities of the behavior of key predictors [9] by
appropriate fragmentation of time series allows improving the
performance of inductive models to predict relevant
perspective situational models. Inductive models may be also
modified in an appropriate way depending on the appearance
of new data and tendencies.
Actually, the task of situational predictive modeling based
on monitoring data is the well-known extrapolation task, which
can be defined as the identification of the most probable
situational model that will meet some expected situation in the
future depending on situations that appeared in the past.
Inductive models create an appropriate basis for predicting
perspective situational models. Predicted situational models
may be unambiguous or the result of their predicting will be a
certain set of perspective situational models corresponding to
various expected situations in the future.
Situational models of future periods may be established
unambiguously if corresponding inductive models are
represented by trends with high determinations. When applying
composite-type inductive models, the previous situation can
uniquely determine the next situational model if there is a
transport lag between adjacent situations. It is also assumed
that the smaller the duration of a model situation in time is, the
more likely the constancy of the relevant predictive
background can be expected and conditions of predicting can
be supported more accurately. As well as, the results of our test
studies [3, 9, 14] show that the more completeness of the
monitoring data during short time intervals is the easier to
provide the monotony of observations series, the homogeneity
of the data samples, and the independence of the endogenous
variable from the less significant factors.
It should be also noted the next. If inductive models are
built on the basis of situational models of past periods that
cover data of similar clusters of monitoring data (for example,
taking into account the seasonal factor, etc.), the accuracy of
the situational prediction on the basis of inductive models may
increase significantly. Situational regression models can also
be single-factor models, which determine the dependence of an
endogenous variable from one exogenous variable. The most
suitable independent variable for such situational models may
be an operating variable. However, the main thing is that each
of the situational models is better adapted to its particular
situation (to its forecast background).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Proposed is an approach to predict the behavior of complex
dynamic systems based on monitoring data in the framework of
combined situational-inductive modeling. The approach
realizes the idea of decomposition of complex prediction tasks
of the behavior of complex dynamic systems possessing
substantial structural and parametric uncertainty.

According to the approach, the predictive modeling based
on monitoring data consists of establishing relevant situational
models of regression type being adequate in the future within
certain limited time periods. The approach allows using
simultaneously both the principle of optimization in modeling
and the principle of adaptation to situational changes occurring
in dynamic systems.
Finally, the proposed approach to predictive modeling
agrees with three basic monitoring principles formulated by
R.A. Collacott [17]: 1) Consistency and regularity (continuity)
of measurements for parameters and characteristics selected for
the control; 2) Detection of changes in the behavior of these
parameters and characteristics over time; 3) Prediction of
future situations taking into account those changes.
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